


Canada Post community mail box. I am requesting council and the applicable department to find a
solution to this request/concern since a 4-way stop is being denied at Hopewell/Barons. 
 
2) I haven’t seen anything proposed to address safety for residents that reside close to the plaza and
for our community as a whole. What is being done since access to the 427 makes our community a
target area for thefts, etc? The plaza will provide a large amount of space and areas for the public to
access and solicit. The plaza is close to many homes, a elementary school and soon to be public
school. 
 
3) Many agencies were asked to provide input on the development- the fire department, MTO, etc.
Could the York Regional Police please provide an analysis/recommendations for the development  in
regards to our community’s safety concerns?  They are not listed in the report and I am hoping they
can be engaged. 
 
4) What is the status on my request for a police station/office occupying a space in either building D
or E?
 
5) I have huge concerns over the proposed drawings of Building D and E, the eastward facing side of
the buildings. This will be the back of the buildings, facing Barons. 
 
From what the renderings provided, the simple industrial grey style/colour does not fit with the
surrounding residential properties. I am concerned the colour of brick will fade and not age well. The
front of these buildings have limestone accents in between where the materials change from one
style to another. This lime stone needs to present at the back of the building to support curve
appeal. I wish to see the eastward facing side of Buildings D and E improved, as well as see an
example of this style that has been used in another plaza location. Many residents will be viewing
these buildings from our front porch and this is very important to us. 
 
6) What are the services doors at the back of Buildings D and E going to be used for? Is this where
garbage will be stored? Where is the garbage being stored for these buildings? As this will attract
pests and possibly present a rodent issue for surrounding residents. 
 
7) Buildings D and E designs seem to have plans for 14 and 10 potential vendors. This is a lot of
businesses for a small area that already has plans for a Longos, etc. There is not sufficient parking for
24 additional business, their suppliers dropping of stock, the public and their employees. I would like
to see the size of these buildings reduced for many safety, sanitary and traffic reasons. It’s not clear
why this number of business are needed or are being approved for such a small area/plaza. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to review and consider this feedback. I hope it is helpful!
 
-Carolyn 
 
 
 
 




